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About
This report compares Japan’s current electricity plans to two new pathways that show more
ambitious ways to decarbonise the electricity sector, and compares these to plans by fellow
G7 countries.

Highlights

1% 4% 18%
of Japan’s electricity was
produced by wind in 2022.

of the G7’s proposed
offshore wind deployment
to 2030 would be in Japan.

share of offshore wind by
2035 would put Japan on
track for a 90%

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z5wJNEg9Eb6l__Xm23YxsB_e4glJaIHOaTDV8N6EZP8/edit#heading=h.qbp4fx4btw8b
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z5wJNEg9Eb6l__Xm23YxsB_e4glJaIHOaTDV8N6EZP8/edit#heading=h.xdayc8buu5d5
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decarbonised power sector.

Executive Summary

Unleashing offshore wind
Japan's game-changing opportunity to match the G7 clean power
ambitions.

The G7 leaders meet next week. Their climate and energy ministers have already laid out
goals for offshore wind and solar power. It is Japan’s reluctance to step up on
wind–especially offshore wind–that is preventing itself from setting its sights on a
decarbonised power sector.

01 Japan has the lowest share of clean
electricity of any G7 country
In 2022, Japan got 29% of its electricity from clean sources–the lowest of
any G7 country–and still 71% from fossil fuels. Japan also has the highest
share (33%) of coal generation of any G7 country. In 2022, wind generated
1% of Japan’s electricity; for the rest of the G7, wind power generated 11%
of total electricity production. Wind accounted for more than 10% of
electricity generation in the United States, and more than 20% in both
Germany and the United Kingdom in 2022.

02 Offshore wind is the biggest gap to
unlock a decarbonised power sector
Two authoritative new pathways have been published this year. The
Berkeley Lab’s report forecasts Japan to achieve 90% decarbonised
electricity by 2035, while the Renewable Energy Institute’s (REI) shows 80%
renewables electricity alone by 2035. Offshore wind is the biggest gap
between these pathways and Japan’s current electricity plan. Berkeley
forecasts it can supply 18% of Japan’s electricity by 2035, but Japan is

https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/2035-japan-report-plummeting-costs
https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/2035-japan-report-plummeting-costs
https://www.renewable-ei.org/en/activities/reports/20230411.php
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currently planning for only 5% wind by 2030, for onshore and offshore
combined.

03 Japan’s lagging wind ambition is
holding back itself - and the G7
In the most recent communiqué, G7 Climate, Energy and Environment
Ministers laid out that they would build 150 GW of new offshore wind by
2030. Although Japan has plans to award contracts to 10 GW prior to 2030,
its current plans only expect an operational capacity of 5.7 GW by then.
This means Japan’s operational offshore wind is projected to be just 4% of
the collective G7 target by 2030. It is also only a little over 1% of the 392
GW theoretical potential of offshore wind power in the country. Japan is in
talks about how much capacity should be contracted by 2040, but there is
still uncertainty because it could be as little as 30 GW or as much as 45
GW–and this is also still below the theoretical wind potential.

“The G7’s announcement that it will build 150 GW of offshore wind highlights
just how far Japan has fallen behind on the electricity transition. If Japan
showed the same confidence in offshore wind that other G7 countries currently
are, then Japan would be able to align with the G7 premise of 2035
decarbonised electricity. Wind and solar are the biggest and best tools in the
toolbox for reducing emissions this decade, and the world is looking at the G7
to show leadership for how quickly this transition can happen.”

Dave Jones
Head of Data Insights, Ember

https://www.env.go.jp/content/000127828.pdf
https://www.meti.go.jp/shingikai/sankoshin/green_innovation/green_power/pdf/004_04_00.pdf
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Chapter 1

Japan’s clean power struggle
Clean power performance has been underwhelming in Japan. 10% of
electricity comes from solar, but less than 1% from wind in 2022.

As it presides over this year’s G7 leadership, Japan is facing a problem: its peers are going
full steam on the electricity transition and want to reflect that in the G7’s outlook, but Japan
is lagging and therefore is holding back overall ambition of the G7.

The latest generation data shows Japan’s clean electricity lags in last place, with only 29% of
its electricity from clean sources and still 71% from fossil fuels. Japan also has the highest
level of coal generation of any G7 country (33% in 2022), for the fourth consecutive year
since it overtook Germany in 2019.
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As G7 states grow wind, Japan falls behind

Although Japan has made efforts in expanding solar by going from almost zero to 10% of its
electricity mix in the last decade, Japan’s wind has not fared as well. In 2022, wind generated
less than 1% of Japan’s electricity. For the rest of the G7, wind power has risen to 11% of
total electricity production and shown an increasingly more important role than solar, with
over twice the electricity coming from wind than solar in 2022.
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In 2022, wind accounted for more than 10% of electricity generation in the United States, and
more than 20% in both Germany and the United Kingdom. The second lowest wind performer
was Canada at 6%. But Japan with just 1% of its electricity from wind is a clear outlier in the
G7.
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Chapter 2

Wind is Japan’s missing puzzle
piece
Unleashing wind potential could boost Japan’s share of clean power to
90% by 2035.

Japan’s current clean power target for 2030 is outlined in its 6th Strategic Energy Plan.
According to the plan, Japan aims to reach 59% of its electricity from clean power by 2030,
with by far the largest component of that coming from a return to service of closed nuclear
plants and a build programme for new nuclear plants.

However, wind is envisaged to produce only 5% of Japan’s electricity in 2030. Despite having
a longer coastline than any G7 country except Canada, the plan includes only 5.7 GW of
offshore wind capacity. Yet, this figure is only a little over 1% of the roughly 392 GW
theoretical potential offshore wind power estimated by Japan’s Ministry of the Environment.

Fresh wind pathways for Japan

This year, two studies have been released that show pathways towards a predominantly
decarbonised electricity system by 2035.

These are “The 2035 Japan Report: Plummeting Costs of Solar, Wind, and Batteries Can
Accelerate Japan’s Clean and Independent Electricity Future” from the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory and “Proposal for the 2035 Energy Mix: Toward Decarbonizing Electricity
with Renewable Energy” from the Renewable Energy Institute (REI).

https://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/en/category/others/basic_plan/pdf/6th_outline.pdf
https://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/en/category/others/basic_plan/pdf/6th_outline.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_length_of_coastline
https://www.renewable-ei.org/pdfdownload/activities/REI_2035_Study_JP.pdf
https://emp.lbl.gov/news/new-berkeley-lab-study-shows-plummeting-costs
https://emp.lbl.gov/news/new-berkeley-lab-study-shows-plummeting-costs
https://www.renewable-ei.org/en/activities/reports/20230411.php
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The pathways forecast that clean power growth–led by wind and solar–will allow Japan’s
electricity to largely decarbonise by 2035. The Berkeley Lab’s report forecasts Japan to
achieve 90% decarbonised electricity by 2035, while the REI shows 80%.

The two studies’ scenarios are advances upon Japan’s 6th Strategic Energy Plan which only
expects 59% of electricity decarbonised by 2030. With a solar share target of up to 16%,
Japan’s current energy plan’s ambition for wind is only one third that of solar. Despite such
massive wind potential that could be unlocked, Japan’s plan has unfortunately continued to
leave plenty of room for coal generation in 2030, with a share of 19%.

In the Berkeley Lab study, by 2035 solar generates 27% of Japan’s electricity and wind
generates 26%. It is wind that is the biggest gap to Japan’s current electricity plan, and
particularly offshore wind, which Berkeley forecasts can supply 18% of Japan’s electricity. In
terms of capacity, the Berkeley Lab scenario for 2035 suggests that wind could expand to 66
GW if Japan adds about 5 GW of wind capacity every year.

Similarly, the REI study also suggests leading roles of solar and wind in its 2035 scenario.
The difference is that this study shows a more optimistic view on solar, attributing close to
40% of total electricity generation by 2035. That said, the REI scenario still envisions a larger
role for wind, which would account for 20% of Japan’s total power production by 2035.
Although the share of wind’s expected generation was not broken down between onshore
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and offshore, the REI study calls for offshore capacity to reach 25.4 GW by 2035. That is far
more than the 5.7 GW for 2030 written into the 6th Strategic Energy Plan.
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Chapter 3

Japan’s lagging wind ambition is
holding back itself - and the G7
Japan should step up on wind–especially offshore wind–to back the G7
ambition for decarbonised power by 2035.

Later this week, the G7 leaders will meet to agree the final wording to their latest text. The
most recent communiqué by G7 Climate, Energy and Environment Ministers has already laid
out that they would build 150 GW of new offshore wind by 2030.

“The G7 contributes to expanding renewable energy globally and bringing down costs by
strengthening capacity including through a collective increase in offshore wind capacity of
150 GW by 2030 based on each country’s existing targets and a collective increase of solar
PV to more than 1TW by 2030 estimated by the IEA and IRENA through means such as
each country’s existing targets or policy measures.”

G7’s offshore wind ambitions compared

Japan’s 6th Strategic Energy Plan plans to build only 5.7 GW of offshore wind by 2030.
That’s just 4% of the G7 total, even though Japan had 17% of the electricity fossil generation
of the G7 in 2022. Prior to this plan in 2020, 10 GW for 2030 was touted in Japan’s Vision for
Offshore Wind Power Industry, but even that would only be 7% of the G7 total.

The United Kingdom has the highest ambition for offshore wind, aiming to achieve 50 GW by
2030 (British Energy Security Strategy, April 2022), while the United States aims to install 30
GW of offshore wind (Biden Administration, March 2021). Germany also aims to install 30
GW of offshore wind power by 2030 (Offshore wind power law, July 2022).

https://www.env.go.jp/content/000127828.pdf
https://www.env.go.jp/content/000127828.pdf
https://www.renewable-ei.org/pdfdownload/activities/03_TadashiMogi_ANRE.pdf
https://www.renewable-ei.org/pdfdownload/activities/03_TadashiMogi_ANRE.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/british-energy-security-strategy/british-energy-security-strategy#renewables
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/03/29/fact-sheet-biden-administration-jumpstarts-offshore-wind-energy-projects-to-create-jobs/
https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-2022-renewables-and-energy-reforms
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Who is “predominantly decarbonised” in
2035?

G7 leaders agreed last year to “commit to a goal of achieving predominantly decarbonised
electricity sectors by 2035”. But of course, the word “predominantly” is highly contested.

For the UK, US, Canada and Germany it means 100%. All four countries have already made
commitments to this effect. That leaves France, which is already 90% clean power due to its
large nuclear fleet, and Italy, which has committed to phase out coal by 2025, but is yet to
publish a plan to replace gas with clean power.

https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/G/g7-konferenz-klima-energie-umweltminister-05-2022-abschlusskommunique.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=14
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For Japan, the Berkeley Lab study shows that it has the potential to raise its clean power
ambitions by unleashing offshore wind–alongside some onshore wind and enhanced solar–
which will put Japan on track to reach 90% decarbonised power by 2035.
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Offshore wind turbine generating electricity.
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